ENGLISH CONVERSATION LEVEL 3

Lesson 5: Review
Name:
Date:

คําศัพท

VOCABULARY

INSTRUCTOR NOTE: Ask the class to pronounce the vocabulary words covered in the five previous
lessons. Repeat each word three times. Ask them for the Thai equivalent. By now they should have
already translated these words and have them in their notebooks.
1.

hello

11. what

21. work

31. papaya salad

2.

Mr. (Mister)

12. country

22. our

32. it’s (It is)

3.

Mrs.

13. come

23. shop

33. favorite

4.

Miss

14. from

24. sell

34. pizza

5.

I’m (I am)

15. northeast

25. market

35. shrimp

6.

very

16. where

26. fix

36. fried rice

7.

pleased

17. live

27. motorcycles

37. really

8.

nickname

18. province

28. job

38. Japanese

9.

student

19. kilometers

29. because

39. anything

20. East

30. travel

40. hungry

10. sir

เกมบทสนทนา

CONVERSATION GAME

INSTRUCTOR NOTE: Divide the class into two teams. Ask one student from Team 1 to respond to the
first question below. The student’s score is equal to the number of words in their response. Other
members from Team 1 can coach that student for one minute but the chosen student must eventually
answer without their help. Draw the table shown below on the board and ask students to help you
keep score. Only English words should be counted - no Thai! When the first student is finished, he or
she can pick someone from Team 2 to go next. Ask the same question and use the same scoring
process. When that student is finished he or she can pick someone from Team 1 to go next, etc. The
same question can be asked 2 to 3 times to each team before advancing to the next question.

Team 1

Team 2

1. Hello. What is your name?
2. Where are you from?
3. Do you have a job?
4. What do you want to eat?
TOTAL
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